
Tsuen Wan Trade Association Primary School 
Circular 23-062/K11 

  26th October, 2023 
Dear Parents of P.4-P.6 students, 

Circular on Aerospace Family Camp 
In order to enhance students' understanding of aerospace technology, our school has arranged the 

Aerospace Family Camp, organized by The Hong Kong Aerospace Society. During the trip, students will 
experience the astronaut training so as to cultivate their interest in manned spaceflight. The details are as follows:  

Date 23-12-2023 to 24-12-2023 (2 days 1 night) 
Place Bamboo Forest of Guangning, Zhaoqing City, Guangdong Province 

Assembly Time 23rd December, around 09:00 
Dismissal Time 24th December, around 18:00 

Assembly &  
Dismissal Point Shenzhen Bay Port (The Hong Kong Port Area) 

Quota About 20 participants (Including students and parents) 

Target 
P.4 to P.6 students (10 years old or above) of our school. Parents are welcome to 
accompany your children to the activity. Students who are accompanied by their parents 
in this activity will be given priority for admission. 

Activity 
summary 

Aerospace popular science talk, space breeding experiment, making of small chemical 
rocket, aerospace artifacts, practice in astronaut training facilities (such as, multi-axis 
trainer), Guangning bamboo forest scenic area and fireworks night party. 

Fee 
The fee of our students is subsidized by the school, while HK $ 1250 will be charged for 
each parent 
(Transportation, meals, accommodation, training course, sightseeing in the scenic area 
and space seed will be provided by the organizer)  

Travel 
documents 

1. Hong Kong Identity Document / Mainland Travel Permit for Hong Kong and Macau 
Residents, or other valid travel documents. 

2. Please submit the Health Declaration Form for Inbound and Outbound before cross 
the border. 

Remarks 

Some facilities for participants receiving the astronaut training have specific 
requirements: 
1. Participants must be 65 years old or below, with a minimum height of 120 

centimeters. 
2. Those with cardiovascular diseases such as high blood pressure or heart disease, 

pregnant women, and those prone to dizziness are not recommended to participate 
in the astronaut training. 

3. During the training, participants must wear clothing specified by The Hong Kong 
Aerospace Society. 

4. The organizer responsible for the training facilities and the personnel in charge of 
The Hong Kong Aerospace Society have the right to decide whether a participant 
can participate in the training or not based on safety considerations. 

Students who are interested in the Aerospace Family Camp should complete the reply slip on or before 
1st November 2023 (Wednesday) and return it to the teacher. No payment is needed at this stage. If the 
number of participants exceeds the quota, the list will be decided by drawing lots. Payment will be arranged 
after the announcement of the list of participants. Students with a high attendance rate in past school activities 
have a greater chance of being selected for this activity. For enquiries, please contact Mr. Wong Chi Wai. 

             Yours faithfully, 
_______________________ 
Chow Kim Ho  

                                                       Principal 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Tsuen Wan Trade Association Primary School 
Reply Slip of Circular 23-062/K11 < Return it to Mr. Wong Chi Wai via the class teacher > 

Circular on Aerospace Family Camp 
Dear Principal, 

I  *□ allow my child to participate in the above activity. ______ parent(s) or family member(s) 
will join the above activity.  

Date of birth of my child: Day____ Month_____Year_____    
I  *□ do not allow my child to participate in the above activity. 
Parent’s remarks (if any): ________________________________________________.  

Student’s Name:                    (    )               Parent’s Signature:                
   Class:                                          Date:                
* Please put a ‘’ in the appropriate box. 


